The Green Solution Award 2018: 136 candidates from 17 countries: who will you vote for?

This is it! Construction21 closed the applications to its international contest for sustainable solutions: the Green Solutions Awards 2018. 136 participants will represent their country and try to become the champion of their category. The closing of applications also marks the beginning of the online votes. Everyone can choose and support their favourite buildings, districts and infrastructures to select the User's choice award winner in their country. Heat up those likes! 98 buildings, 14 districts and 24 infrastructures: check out the candidates The first phase is over: numerous professionals from the whole world published a case study on Construction21 between mid-March (launch of the contest at MIPIIM) and mid-June (closing of applications) to enter the Green SolutionsAwards 2018. In (...) Read more on Construction21
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